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-Broad 
-Ambiguous
-Non exhaustive

https://www.integration.samhsa.gov/about-
us/CIHS_Webinar_Activating_Self_Management_FINALb.pdf/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Life skills are a broad expansive topic which vacillates on need based on need. They can be simple concepts to complex which may cause a bit of frustration. Life skills assist the transformation of a person, allowing stability and other deeper concepts or struggles to be reveled. They are similar to foundational/supportive structures in a building. Unicef defines "Life skills"�"Life skills" are defined as psychosocial abilities for adaptive and positive behavior that enable individuals to deal effectively with the demands and challenges of everyday life. They are loosely grouped into three  broad categories of skills: cognitive skills for analyzing and using information, personal skills for developing personal agency and managing oneself, and inter-personal skills for communicating and interacting effectively with others.I am engaged when I go see the doctor, I am activated when I actually do the work

https://www.integration.samhsa.gov/about-us/CIHS_Webinar_Activating_Self_Management_FINALb.pdf/


 Your experiences, may 
not be theirs



- Meet them where they are at!
- Stages of Change
- What stage for each area? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is MI? Mission Impossible? No! It’s Motivational Interviewing! What are the main themes of MI? A brief concept to identify where our customers are at, which will assist in determining/directing the life skill(s) needed. You will have a more in depth training on MI and I would strongly encourage to receive training which allows in person training by someone who is MINT certified. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where is your client in each area of recovery? Which stage of change are they in for each area of recovery? 



:

1.Decision-making and problem-solving;
2.Creative thinking and critical thinking; 
3.Communication and interpersonal skills; 
4.Self-awareness and empathy; 
5.Coping with emotions and coping with stress. 



To Treatment Plan
Work with provider
Supervision 



 Personal mission statement
 Culture
 Spirituality
 Values/Morals
 Showing purpose
 Reinventing self

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Defining self can be a great grounding skill to refer back to decision making. If I have a personal mission statement which is short, memorable and meaningful to me, I will more likely remember this, be able to use it as a guide and keep focused on progress. This can lead into defining a persons culture, or using culture as a way of identifying with healthy people, finding hobbies/activities that were lost due to addiction. Spirituality is a major part of most of the world and a large part of those in recovery. Allowing the person you are working with to flourish with their idea of spirituality and how you can embrace, empower and assist with their recovery process. Value is a view of something, Moral is a concept. When looking into them, the definition of value has moral in one of the descriptions but when looking at it, I can value food but food is not a moral, I can value morals such as honesty, open-mindedness and willingness. There is a difference and identifying these can assist with the mission statement. 



- Defining self can lead 
to identifying how to 
deal with conflict



“Obtaining/increasing 
self worth, creates an 
advocate”



Cross addiction
Gambling
Eating
Mental Health
Other (nicotine) 
School
Certifications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Education can be a large concept with many avenues. Discussing addiction specific education around other addictions. I have seen many people become obese due to struggle with regulation. Regulation (pleasure center) is the part of the brain which is affected by SUD. Anything pleasurable has potential for regulation struggles. I have seen many people become physically Ill from tobacco products but had their other SUD under control. Tobacco Use Disorder is a disease and will increase the chance of recovery by 25%. Mental health



Reinventing fun
Finding fun
Learning how to celebrate 

without substances

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Budgeting would be a good regular discussion. Many with SUD will struggle with impulsivity, cross addiction and have a history of not budgeting well. Finances are a major part of security, stress and can easily be a trigger. Fun! Learning self care is imperative. Not only you practicing it but allowing the people you work with to learn about fun without substances. Learning how to celebrate without substances. This excitement can be a trigger and even be subconscious in the amount of using cues occur from celebrating. Forced fun, challenging individuals to do healthy activities that could be fun where bias may have stopped them prior. WRC and crocheting, art, reading, nature walks, yoga



Communication
Verbal
Non verbal
Relationships



How to rent/own
Rights
Budgeting
Landlord Mitigation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Goals are not simple, you have all probably heard the acronym SMART. Simple, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, and Time bound. If goals are not in place, this is a concern. If they are, I challenge you to add the ER to make goals SMARTER. Evaluate and Reassess. All goals need to be evaluated on progress and reassess to see if they need to be continued, changed or stopped completely. 



 SMART: Specific, Measurable, 
Attainable, Relevant, Time based

 Revisit
 Expand on
More complex



Life skills can be looked at as a 
foundation of recovery, a process 
to become, remain self sufficient 
and live. Start with the 
foundation and continue to 
build! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How can you bring your customer to the next level? To the next unwrapping of the onion peel? 





Best practice and ideas
 https://www.samhsa.gov/
 https://www.drugabuse.gov/
 https://www.who.int/mental_health/media/en/30.pdf
 https://www.unodc.org/pdf/youthnet/action/message/esc

ap_peers_07.pdf
 https://www.integration.samhsa.gov/about-

us/CIHS_Webinar_Activating_Self_Management_FINALb.p
df/

https://www.samhsa.gov/
https://www.drugabuse.gov/
https://www.who.int/mental_health/media/en/30.pdf
https://www.unodc.org/pdf/youthnet/action/message/escap_peers_07.pdf
https://www.integration.samhsa.gov/about-us/CIHS_Webinar_Activating_Self_Management_FINALb.pdf/


Treatment/assistance
 https://secure.in.gov/apps/fssa/providersear

ch/home
 https://www.in.gov/fssa/index.htm
 211

Training
 https://www.icaada.org/
 https://www.naadac.org/
 Sign up for FSSA/DMHA email list to receive 

updates on free training and other 
initiatives. 

https://secure.in.gov/apps/fssa/providersearch/home
https://www.in.gov/fssa/index.htm
https://www.icaada.org/
https://www.naadac.org/
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